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A variety of challenges
face underwater photog-
raphers. From backscat-

[ ter and capturing fluo-
rescence to having prints

I scratched during travel
or developed incorrectly

[by an underequipped
SB- local lab, these chal-

lenges can conspire against a shooters best
efforts to capture the perfect image.

Experienced underwater photogra-
phers Jack and Sue Drafahl, who also write
Sport Diver's digital photography column,
have written Digital Imaging for the Under-
water Photographer to teach enthusiasts how
to combat these issues through the use of
digital tools. Readers will learn how to select
the appropriate hardware and software; con-
vert film to a digital format; and properly
edit, output and store their images. All
aspects of underwater digital imaging -
including photo repair, image compression
and archiving, and the creation of presen-
tations, posters and slide shows — are dis-
cussed in this well-illustrated book.

Digital Imaging/or the Underwater Pho-
tographer is priced at $39.95. Call 8OO-
622-3278 or visit either www.amherst
media.com or www.jackandsuedrafahl.com.

Quick Change
Ultralight Control Systems has introduced a
new pivot for the Light and Motion Tetra
digital housing that allows the camera to
convert quickly from horizontal to vertical
format. A fixed handle is fitted for security
and ease of handling, and base adapters
allow the pivot to be used with Ultralight
Control Systems' strobe arms.

Suggested retail is $174.95. See your
local dealer for details, call 8O5-984-91O4
or visit www.ulcs.com

Nature provided
with an AxJS; Mares made one

<e Axis Regulator Series
utilizes the new

tegrated V.A.D. (Vortex
Assisted Design) ensuring

an exceptionally low
breathing effort with a

subtle profile, providing
unprecedented

performance for a
regulator of this class.

just for YOU

N"*,

Mares'
revolutionary

patented Mesh
Grid® system

breaks water flow
through a finely

woven grid,
reducing free-flow
in strong currents,

improving your
comfort and ease

of breathing.

Axis second stage Regulator

The trim, yet wide
port outlets on the

exhaust tee
eliminate

unnecessary weight
while channeling
exhaust bubbles

well clear of your
field of vision.
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Axis second stage Octo

The second stage Axis Series
are self adjusting—for ease

of breathing at every depth.ui ur
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Mares is the world leader
in diving technology.
What is our secret?
We could mention R&D,
manufacturing, quality
control and materials, but
there's something even
more important. Each
product is designed to be
the best. Period.
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